
“What You Measure is What You Get” 
The Balanced Scorecard for Independent Schools (Part II) 

By Kay Betts

My board chair’s request to take a fresh look at our school’s 
use of performance indicators was in the vanguard of good 

governance. For with the creation of a balanced scorecard, a board 
can be assured that every aspect of the school’s mission is secure. 

Close scrutiny of our current yardsticks revealed that conven-
tional wisdom had produced mission appropriate metrics but not 
mission-driven measurement. Our use of exit-based data in the 
college profile was driven by externally normed assessments like 
the SAT. In contrast, our mission promoted both process and 
result—the qualitative development of the whole child and the 
more quantifiable academic program. Our school’s long-term 
vision for our students, like those of most independent schools, 
defied conventional ideas of measurement. The template existed 
for measuring academic success; but how to quantify affective 
traits like responsible citizenship, aesthetic literacy, and moral 
development? 

This same conundrum faces many independent schools today. In 
leading my team through this uncharted territory, I discovered 
both a legend to the map and a powerful metaphor that served as 
a Global Positioning System, guiding us through an unfamiliar 
landscape.

Just as a map’s legend explains the symbols that are used, I realized 
that much of the confusion barring progress in the development 
of a balanced scorecard for schools lies in the gap between two 
languages: the language of business and the language of education. 
To bridge this gap is not a Herculean task, but without some trans-
lation even small nuances of meaning result in misunderstanding 
between school administrators and board members. To give some 
examples, with the business vernacular listed first:
 dashboard = school report card
 performance indicator = assessment tool
 metric = grading rubric

And, in the inverse, the language of education may need transla-
tion for those in business. For educators, a “standard” defines 
the knowledge, concepts, and skills that should be acquired by 
graduation. Whether they are academic or value-added, stan-
dards become, in essence, goals for the graduate. “Benchmarks” 

represent target points along the path towards reaching the 
standard. In other words, 
 standard = final goal/output measure
 benchmark = intermediate target/process measure

The metaphor that became the guide for navigating through 
the balanced scorecard was the DNA molecule, illustrating the 
abstract idea of measuring value-added through the understood 
image of the double helix. The twisting model of genetic code 
reminds educators of a spiraling curricular ladder. In addition, 
the metaphor of DNA elegantly models the level of variation be-
tween one independent school and another. Just as human beings 
share much of the same genetic code and yet differ profoundly, 
so, too, independent schools may be similar in academic program 
and extra-curricular offerings and yet be thoroughly unique.

But in an “ah-ha” moment, I understood the double helix as 
more than institutional individuality and academic scaffolding. I 
recognized that it also describes a second curriculum, the mission-
based/value-added curriculum that develops in partnership with 
an academic program. In most schools, this curriculum is “de-
facto,” existing implicitly, not explicitly. Nevertheless, it is there. 
And as the other leg of the curricular ladder, those of us in schools 
can be challenged to identify the final goals in a school’s affective 
domain and develop the value-added, mission-centered, rungs—
just as educators articulate standards and benchmarks in mathe-
matics and English. With the standards and benchmarks in place, 
appropriate assessments can be developed to measure progress.

Whether it is embedded in the mission or whether it is articu-
lated through branding, each independent school models its 
own DNA. When both boards and educators have learned to 
speak the same language, creating a balanced scorecard becomes a 
welcome exercise in clearly articulating the unique character of an 
independent school. And boards can fulfill their responsibility to 
monitor all aspects of a school’s mission.
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